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Abstract Docking of small molecule compounds into the

binding site of a receptor and estimating the binding

affinity of the complex is an important part of the structure-

based drug design process. For a thorough understanding of

the structural principles that determine the strength of a

protein/ligand complex both, an accurate and fast docking

protocol and the ability to visualize binding geometries and

interactions are mandatory. Here we present an interface

between the popular molecular graphics system PyMOL

and the molecular docking suites Autodock and Vina and

demonstrate how the combination of docking and visuali-

zation can aid structure-based drug design efforts.
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Vina · PyMOL

Introduction

Virtual screening of compound libraries has become a

standard technology in modern drug discovery pipelines

[1]. If a suitable structure of the target is available

molecular docking can be used to discriminate between

putative binders and non-binders in large databases of

chemicals and to reduce the number of compounds to be

subjected to experimental testing substantially. Visual

examination of predicted binding geometries (docking

poses) thereby contributes crucially to the further develop-

ment of a lead compound either towards enhanced binding

affinity, towards reduced side effects or towards reduced

susceptibility to drug resistance related mutations. Over the

last years the PyMOL molecular graphics system [2] has

evolved from being a powerful molecular viewer with

exceptional 3D-capabilities into a platform for several pro-

grams and applications which make use of PyMOL’s

versatile visualization properties.

Through its multi-layer architecture and the use of the

powerful object-oriented scripting language Python at the

top-level, PyMOL is relatively easy to extend and cus-

tomize without re-compiling the source code. Extensions

can either make use of the wizard-interface or the plugin-

interface, the latter of which is the more commonly uti-

lized. In the field of molecular interactions there have been

several (plugin)-extensions developed that gain great pop-

ularity. The APBS plugin [3] is an interface to the popular

adaptive Poisson-Boltzmann solver (APBS [4]) program

and provides easy access to electrostatics calculations and

the visualization of potential energy surfaces and charge

densities on protein surfaces. CAVER [5, 6] performs

calculations of substrate pathways and entrance tunnels in

protein structures which are visualized in PyMOL. CASTp

[7, 8, 9] detects pockets and voids in protein structures to

determine and characterize binding sites, and eMovie [10]

provides a number of functionalities to create animations

and movies.

In the present work we describe a plugin for PyMOL

which allows to carry out molecular docking, virtual

screening and binding site analysis with PyMOL. The

plugin represents an interface between PyMOL and two

popular docking programs, Autodock [11, 12] and
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Autodock Vina [13] and makes extensive use of a Python

script collection (Autodock Tools [14]) for the setup of

docking runs. Since visualization is crucial for structure-

based drug design, several tools have been developed to

add visual support for the autodock suite. The visualizer

AutoDockTools offers a complete molecular viewer and a

graphical support for all steps required for setup and

analysis of docking runs. Raccoon (http://autodock.scripps.

edu/resources/raccoon), BDT [15] and DOVIS [16] are

other graphical user interfaces for Autodock with a special

focus on large-scale virtual screening. Raccoon and BDT

focus on a straightforward data organization important for

virtual screening but do not provide molecular viewing

functionality whereas DOVIS uses an embedded Java

viewer. The PyMOL plugin described here is developed

specifically to make use of PyMOL’s exceptional molec-

ular viewing capabilities. PyMOL is the most frequently

used program for generating publication quality pictures of

molecular structures and offers multiple advanced render-

ing options. Additionally it provides exceptional 3D-

viewing functionalities which can be very useful in struc-

ture-based drug design. Since PyMOL supports several

commonly used file formats for electron density maps it is

also the preferred tool for crystallographers. Hence, an easy

to handle Autodock/Vina-plugin for PyMOL is expected to

lower the barrier for scientist who are not docking experts

to make use of these popular docking protocols within their

preferred environment and to use it in conjunction with

other applications available for PyMOL.

The plugin provides functionality to carry out the entire

workflow of a docking study with visual support of Py-

MOL and a graphical user interface. In the current version

the plugin covers the following operations: Binding site

definition and adjustment, automatic file preparations for

receptor definition, straightforward selection of flexible

residues, ligand file preparation, generation and viewing of

affinity grid maps, viewing of docking poses, and analysis

and export of virtual screening results.

A docking study usually starts with the definition of a

binding site, in general a restricted region of the protein.

The size and location of this binding site is visualized in

PyMOL and can be adjusted interactively. Optionally res-

idues within the binding site can be defined to be flexible

during docking. Subsequently, the necessary files for the

receptor definition are generated automatically. Similarly,

file preparations for multiple ligands can be controlled via

Fig. 1 Definition of a docking

box around a reference ligand.

Position, size and visualization

properties can be adjusted with

the plugin

Fig. 2 Selection of sidechains within the binding site for the setup of

docking runs with flexible sidechains
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the plugin. The actual docking calculations can be be

launched from within PyMOL and the results be visualized.

Furthermore, the results of multiple docking runs are

automatically analyzed and a ranked list of the docked

poses is generated and it can be exported in different data

formats for further analysis.

Methods

Binding site definition

Both Autodock and Vina use rectangular boxes for the

definition of the binding site. In the plugin, the box center

can by defined either by providing explicit coordinates or,

more user friendly, by defining a PyMOL selection (e.g. a

reference ligand). The box center is then calculated from

the mean coordinates of the atoms from the PyMOL

selection and the docking box displayed in the PyMOL

window. The size and the exact position of the box can

also be adjusted to the user’s demands. For visualization

purposes the plugin furthermore allows to chose between

two display options and the color of the box frame (see

Fig. 1).

Binding site definitions defined here can also be

exported to input files for either Autodock or Vina.

Setup and execution of docking runs

Autodock and Vina need receptor and ligand representations

in a file format called pdbqt which is a modified protein data

bank [17] format containing atomic charges, atom type

definitions and, for ligands, topological information (rotat-

able bonds). These file preparations are carried out by the

plugin using scripts from the Autodock Tools package.

Ligands for subsequent docking runs can either be prepared

one by one through PyMOL selections or by specifying a

directory containing a library of ligands to be docked.

After binding site definition and receptor and ligand

preparation, docking runs can be directly launched from

PyMOL. Alternatively, run input files can be written to

start the docking runs from the command line. Both

Autodock and Vina allow for flexibility of predefined

sidechains during docking. Here the plugin facilitates the

selection of flexible sidechains. Sidechains within the

docking box can be visualized straightforwardly and

PyMOL selections can be translated into a flexible receptor

definition (Fig. 2).

Binding site analysis with interaction maps

Autodock uses interaction maps for docking. Prior to

the actual docking run these maps are calculated by the

Fig. 3 Autodock grid maps displayed with different contour levels. a
Map for interactions of aliphatic carbon atoms at contour level 5 kcal/

mol. b Same map at contour level −0.3 kcal/mol. c Hydrogen bond

donor map at contour level −0.5 kcal/mol
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program autogrid. For each ligand atom type, the interac-

tion energy between the ligand atom and the receptor is

calculated for the entire binding site which is discretized

through a grid. This has the advantage that interaction

energies do not have to be calculated at each step of the

docking process but only looked up in the respective grid

map. In addition to speeding up a docking runs the grid

maps on their own can also provide value hints for ligand

optimization. Since a grid map represents the interaction

energy as a function of the coordinates their visual

inspection may reveal potential unsaturated hydrogen

acceptors or donors or unfavourable overlaps between the

ligand and the receptor. The plugin therefore provides the

functionality to visualize these grid maps in PyMOL. The

maps generated by autogrid are converted to a file format

readable by PyMOL (DX format) which allows to draw

isosurfaces and isomeshes analogous to electron density

maps. Since several maps can be loaded and controlled

simultaneously, a rapid inspection of several interaction

types is made very easily. Figure 3 shows how these grid

maps can be controlled via the plugin.

In Fig. 3A an isosurface at a contour level of 5 kcal/mol

for the interaction of the protein with aliphatic carbon

atoms is shown. Such a setting may be used to get a visual

impression of the overall shape of the binding site. Ligand

modifications which cause a penetration of such a wall will
most likely not enhance the affinity. In Fig. 3B the same

map is visualized at a contour level of −0.3 kcal/mol. As

can be seen, the shape of the surface, here shown as iso-

mesh, roughly describes an envelope of the ligand and

reveals putative spots of attractive interactions that may

guide further ligand optimization. Likewise, hydrogen

bond donor or acceptor interaction maps can guide ligand

optimization since they might reveal unsaturated acceptor

or donor positions (Fig. 3C).

The plugin provides functionality to handle different

interaction maps and representations at different contour

levels at the same time and hence, offers the possibility to

visualize different binding site properties which may pro-

vide valuable insights for structure-based drug design.

Analysis of docking results

Docking poses generated by the docking programs can be

directly loaded into PyMOL through the plugin. Poses for

multiple ligands may be handled simultaneously using an

intuitive notebook layout (see Fig. 4). For each docking

pose, meta information containing the docking score is

displayed in a small text viewer, allowing direct analysis of

configuration/score relationships. Moreover, results from

multiple docking runs are summarized in a table (see

Fig. 5). The docking poses are ranked according to their

docking scores and both the ranked list of docked ligands

and their corresponding binding poses may be exported.

For instance, the ranked list of docking results can be

exported in a CSV file format which can be directly

imported into programs like Excel.

Conclusion

We present a novel plugin for the popular molecular

graphics system PyMOL which allows to perform docking

studies using Autodock or Autodock/Vina. The plugin

covers all functionalities for the entire workflow of a

Fig. 4 Analysis of docking poses. Left: PyMOL viewer with displayed docking poses. Right: Pose viewer page of the plugin. Poses from

multiple docking runs may be analyzed simultaneously using an intuitive notebook layout
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docking run plus additional functionality to prepare, exe-

cute and analyze virtual screening tasks. Since visual

support is an important aspect of structure-based drug

design, the plugin is expected to enhance these efforts by

allowing the combined use of two widely used docking

programs and PyMOL. The plugin is available free of

charge with source code and may be obtained from http://

wwwuser.gwdg.de/~dseelig/adplugin..

System requirements

The plugin has been developed on Linux with PyMOL

version 1.2 and requires MGLTools version 1.5.4 and

NumPy version 1.3. Although users reported successful

installation and operation on different platforms (MacOS

and Windows) no support is provided for these operating

systems.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial License which per-

mits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any

medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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